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Michael Phelps
"Hydroman"
© Richard Andrew King
[This article is neither designed to extol nor defame Michael Phelps.
Its purpose is simply to study the correlation between one's numbers, life and destiny.]

------------------------------------------------------You are a fulfilled young man.
Bob Costas to Michael Phelps

------------------------------------------------------Learn this from the waters: in mountain clefts and chasms
loud gush the streamlets, but great rivers run silently.
Buddha

-------------------------------------------------------

A

quaman, Merman, the Baltimore Bullet, Flying Fish or, as his teammates call him, Gomer all these names apply to arguably the greatest swimmer of all time, Michael Fred Phelps,
born 30 June 1985. Who among us who saw his races, both in single or team events, can not
testify that his feats were Herculean (as well as some of teammate's feats, especially that of Jason
Lezak) and his races, spine-tingling. Tarzan (Johnny Weissmuller) would have been proud.
Weissmuller, an American swimmer of the 1920s, won five Olympic Gold medals and one
Bronze, as well as fifty-two United States National Championships, setting sixty-seven world
records in the process (Wikipedia). He was outdone by Mark Spitz who won seven Gold medals
in the 1972 Olympic Games in Munich, Germany, and a plethora of medals, titles and world
records in his distinguished career. But eight Gold medals at one Olympics (Beijing) and
fourteen career golds, the most in Olympic history! And he's still not finished swimming
competitively! What a water show from Hydroman! We'll just add that to another of his
appellations. For a list of his accomplishments, go to:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Phelps.
Not only has Hydroman given us great moments, his numerology chart gives us great study
material. It is accomplishments like his that allow us to know numbers more deeply and
thoroughly. Let's look at his Basic Matrix.
.
Basic Matrix
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Fulfillment
First let's talk about fulfillment. As Bob Costas noted in a post Olympics' interview with Phelps,
"You are a fulfilled young man," to which Phelps answered in the affirmative. How very true.
For any of us to be fulfilled, it is important that our Soul energies harmonize with at least one
component of our outer shell (Expression, Lifepath or PE). As we can see, Phelps Soul is a 7; his
Material Soul is a 3. These are harmonized by his 7 Expression and 3 PE. Thus, Michael Phelps
is not only happy in who he is as a person (7 Soul matches his 7 Expression) but his 3 Material
Soul is equaled by his 3 PE. In other words, the performance he is giving on the great life stage is
exactly what he wants. Plus, his 5 Material Nature is harmonized by his 5 Lifepath. This is a
wonderful chart demonstrating one of the major ways any individual would find fulfillment in
his life, thus serving as an excellent example for students of numerology to study. Besides this,
the number 3 is the principle number of good fortune, positive self-expression, joy, happiness
and good will. For fulfillment sake, it doesn't get any better than this. Michael Phelps is truly a
blessed soul.
Stacking
But there's more to his fulfillment. During his Olympic experience his chart showed no less than
a 9 stack of 3 energy! For more on stacking, read The King's Book of Numerology II:
Forecasting - Part 1. Such an enormous amount of energy, especially Three energy, can only
translate into extreme good fortune and joy.
One of the major vibrations for Phelps is his 5 Material Nature and 5 Lifepath. Five is the
number of speed, motion and movement. The 59 root in his Lifepath reveals a proclivity for
variety and diversity, hence Phelps' ability to swim many events.
Phelps' winning ways are strengthened by three numbers in particular: a 9 Nature, 7 Soul and 7
Expression and a 2 void. Nines love to dominant and a 2 void manifests as little to no
compassion for the competition. Many great fighters have 2 voids in their charts, Cassius Clay,
aka, Muhammad Ali being the best known. Fighters also often have 7 dominant in their charts.
Seven is the vibration of the warrior, especially the 25/7 which Phelps has in his Natural Soul
and Expression. Phelps loves to battle (7 Soul) and is a warrior (7 Expression), loves to dominate
(9 Nature) and has no compassion for his competition (2 void) - at least when he's competing.
All this manifests as a great formula for competitive success and domination.
Nine Stack of 3 Energy
1. Material Soul
2. Life PE (outcome)
3. 1st Epoch
4. Olympic Games carries a General Expression of 57/3; Olympic is a 39/3.
5. ATL PE outcome: 5/3 (88 Expression + 23 years of age = 111-3: self-self-self > good fortune
6. ATL Universal Month: 3/1: Good fortune (3) in self (1)
7. UTL Cycle Month: 3/1
8. PTL Cycle Month: 3/1
9. General Expression of Michael is a 33 > 11 x 3
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Master Numbers
Successful people always have master numbers in their charts. Master numbers are dynamic
energies. Sometimes they can lead to horrific experiences because they, like all numbers, have
two sides: one positive, one negative. When controlled, they can lead to greatness. Here are the
master numbers in Phelps' chart during his Olympic experience.
1. 88 - General Expression (Other famous/infamous people with 88 in their charts: George
Washington, Mother Teresa, Albert Schweitzer, Longfellow, Joseph Stalin)
2. 33 - Michael: General Expression
3. 33 - Fred: Specific Expression
4. 11 - Michael Name Timeline
5. 11 - Grand Pinnacle
6. 22 - Letter Timeline: H of Michael [shows wealth and power]
7. 22 - 1st Challenge PE [shows wealth and power]
8. 22 - Second Epoch PE [shows wealth and power]
Quick Stats
• There have been over 100,000 athletes in the history of the Olympics. Michael Phelps is
#1 of all time.
• Date the record was set: 16 August 2008 [34/7 Day = Expression and Soul]
• Phelps has 16 total medals ; 14 gold medals;
• Beijing Olympics: 8 races; 8 golds; in an 8-8-2008 year > 8 Universal Year
• Phelps owns 32 World Records.
Without question, Michael Phelps is a winner and great champion. What he has accomplished
may never be broken. But that's what was said about Mark Spitz's achievements too. What is
most notable, however, is that he's fulfilled. In his heart of hearts, in the depths of his soul, he
has joy and whatever karmas he created in the past have brought him a plethora of gold in this
life . . . in more ways than one. Congratulations, Michael!
~ finis ~
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